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Abstract

An experimental investigation was conducted to investigate nucleate boiling on a very fine heating wire. By using

zoom routine and CCD camera system, the dynamical process of nucleate boiling was visually observed. Sweeping

bubbles and several modes of jet flows were described and discussed. For some cases, big bubbles, small bubbles,

sweeping bubbles and jet flows coexisted in boiling system, and greatly enhanced heat transfer. These phenomena are

quite different from usual observation of nucleate boiling. In this paper, the process of bubble sweeping phenomenon is

described in detail and the effect induced by sweeping bubbles is argued. And also, several jet flows are illustrated and

discussed, as well as the interaction between bubble sweeping and jet flows.

� 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Nucleate boiling phenomenon might be one of very

well investigated modes among three different boiling

regimes [1–3]. However, the detail process of nucleate

boiling is quite complicated, and it still remains a great

number of unsolved or unclarified problems and phe-

nomena. Boiling nucleation, bubble dynamics, inter-

actions between bubbles, temperature field around

bubbles, and the physical nature of boiling regime all

need to be investigated more deeply [2]. Various heat

transfer mechanisms had been previously proposed to

explain the high heat transfer efficiency observed in

nucleate boiling, such as macro and microconvection

caused by buoyancy, bubble growth and departure,

microwedge layer evaporation, and the liquid–vapor

mass and heat exchange [4–12]. Marangoni flow and the

associated effects which are induced by surface tension

gradients along the vapor–liquid interface of bubbles

was noted to be as strong as the previously proposed

mechanisms in some special cases, such as in a micro-

gravity environment where natural convection has no

effect [13–15]. These investigations have provided a

unique way to understand the intrinsic nature of the

boiling process.

As traditional nucleate boiling theory, bubbles gen-

erate from active nucleate sites on heating surfaces, grow

up and depart from heating surfaces due to buoyancy

and inertia [3]. The heat transfer associated with liquid–

vapor phase change is calculated through these normal

bubbles.

Frost and Kippenhan [11] indicated that the energy

transport caused by the mass exchange at the bubble

interface, the evaporation at the bottom and the con-

densation at the top of the vapor bubble, accounts for

most of the boiling heat transfer, especially for sub-

cooled liquid boiling and for convective boiling. The

numerical simulations of Christopher et al. [15] showed

that the liquid flow around a vapor bubble on the heated

surface was mainly driven by the evaporation and con-

densation at the interface rather than by the Marangoni

flow. Existing experimental and theoretical evidences

demonstrate that the interfacial heat transfer in a vapor
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bubble and the associated fluid flow dominates the heat

transfer, particularly in the low heat flux nucleate boil-

ing mode. However, a thorough understanding of the

true nature of the nucleate boiling heat transfer process

is still largely lacking.

In this paper, a series of experiments was conducted

on a platinum fine wire to observe nucleate boiling

phenomenon and associated process behavior. Some

emphases are addressed on the discussion of bubble

sweeping and jet flow on and from a heating wire.

2. Experiment device

The experiment facility mainly consisted of three

parts, as shown in Fig. 1. The experimental section

contained a heating wire placed in the transparent ves-

sel. The vision acquisition system included a CCD device

and computer. The direct current resource supplies

power to heat the platinum wire.

The heating wire was a platinum wire with diameter

of 0.1 mm and length of 49 mm, horizontal installed. To

keep liquid temperature approximately invariable, the

vessel was put in an insulation housing, and a heat

dissipate device was employed and installed under the

bottom of the vessel.

The direct current power supply was HP Agilent

Model-6031A power supply system that can provide the

maximum power of 1200 W and the maximum current

of 120 A. In present experiments, the platinum wire was

easy to come to burn out for the current higher than 6 A,

no matter the work fluid is alcohol or water, saturated or

subcooled.

The pressure in the vessel was kept at atmospheric

pressure. Direct current passed through the platinum

wire and caused its temperature increasing. Finally,

boiling happened on the wire surface. By measuring the

current and voltage of the platinum wire, the input heat

power of the wire was obtained, as well as the resistance

of the wire. From the resistance change, the average wire

temperature was calculated according to the relation

between resistance and temperature of the platinum

wire. The bulk liquid temperature was measured by

thermocouples placed in the liquid vessel.

Working liquid was very well boiled for several hours

before experimental measurement and observation, to

get rid of dissolved gases in liquid. This pretreat-

ment also assured the properties of platinum wire to be

steady. When experimental run began, working liquid

was adjusted to a specified temperature or subcooling,

and then DC current was applied through the wire. Vi-

sion information was recorded by the acquisition sys-

tem. In experiments, pure water, 75% alcohol and 99%

alcohol were used as working liquid, respectively. Three

kinds of photo record speed, 125, 250 and 500 frame/s,

were selected for obtaining the video image.

3. Bubble sweeping phenomenon

3.1. Forward-and-backward bubble sweeping

Bubble moving along the surface of heating wall were

well known in some boiling experiments, such as forced

flow boiling, boiling on a vertical wall [16] and a

downward wall [17]. In these cases, some bubbles might

sweep along the wall surface instead of detaching from

the wall caused by the force of fluid flow or gravity/

buoyancy, and these sweeping bubbles cannot change

their moving direction and just move in according with

forced flow or buoyancy direction.

In present experiments, sweeping bubbles moved

along the horizontal heating wire without forced flow,

and they could change moving direction backward

when encountering with another bubble. These bubbles

came to induce forward and backward sweeping move-

ment along the wire, different from general sweeping

bubbles in forced flow, on a vertical wall or downward

wall.

A series of photographs is illustrated in Fig. 2 to

show the detail process of a bubble sweeping on the

heating wire, which was obtained from the boiling of

water with a subcooling of 80 �C, and the catching speed
of video image used was 250 frame/s.

As shown in Fig. 2a, there are two bubbles attaching

on the surface of the wire, referred to bubble I and

bubble II, at position of point A and point B, respec-

tively. At t ¼ 0, bubble II started to move rightward. In

a time period of 0.01 s and a distance of 0.35 mm,

bubble II was accelerated and increased its speed up to

44 mm/s. After that, bubble II swept rightward across

the upper surface of the wire as a constant velocity

of 44 mm/s, approaching to point C as shown in Fig. 2b

and c. Then, bubble II experienced a deceleration pe-

riod of 0.01 s and came to point C. At this time, bubble

II had traveled a distance of 3.59 mm from point B,

and the diameter of bubble II was 0.31 mm. The dis-

tance of 3.59 mm is 11 times of its own size. After a

0.024 s halt, bubble II restarted to move backward to

point B.Fig. 1. Experimental system.
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As such a circle, bubble II kept sweeping forward-

and-backward between point B and C. Some important

characteristics are concluded as below.

1. The phenomenon can be observed when bubbles gen-

erate separately at active nucleate sites at lower heat

fluxes and in the case of subcooled boiling.

2. The experiments indicated that bubble sweeping was

not induced by inertial or buoyancy and interaction

between bubbles was an important factor. Moving

bubbles always halt and reverse when encountering

with another bubble with considerable size.

3. Bubble moved very fast, accelerating and decelerating

within a very short time and resulted in significant

disturbance in vicinity area. In case of Fig. 2, the

speed of 40–50 mm/s means that bubble II could

move 130–161 times of its own size within a second.

3.2. Induced site interaction

When one bubble generates and grows at a nucleate

site, it may exert influences on other nucleate sites that

close to it. Usually, the affecting range of bubble is not

beyond three times of its own size [18–20]. However, the

forward-and-backward bubble sweeping happens within

wide scale and induced long-distance interaction among

sites in present experiments. For instance, the observa-

tion shown in Fig. 2 indicates bubble II swept within a

scale as 11 times large as its own size. The inner inter-

action mechanism of boiling system is expected to be

more complex.

Prompt movement of bubble sweeping generated

flow perturbation around the bubble on the wire and

induced rapid temperature variation of both the adja-

cent liquid and the wire, which resulted in the conse-

quence on growth and detachment of bubbles on the

wire. A bubble sweeping was able to absorb nucleus/

embryos and restrain their nucleation or supply its

vapor into the sites to promote nucleation, as observed

by Judd et al. [21]. In Fig. 3, the interaction occurred

between two bubbles. They came to collide from far

away then breakaway in contrary directions. Sometimes,

a sweeping bubble pushed another bubble to move from

static state, and perhaps acting on the third and fourth

Fig. 2. Bubble forward-and-backward sweeping on a heating wire.

Fig. 3. Bubble collision and detachment.
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bubble, which greatly enlarge interaction range. It was

also observed that two neighbored bubbles coalesced

into one larger bubble. The process of coalescence and

detachment is show in Figs. 4 and 7a and b.

3.3. Heat transfer characteristics

The observed forward-and-backward sweeping can

significantly intensify the heat transfer of a single bub-

ble. Evaporation was intensive in microlayer and much

heat was absorbed from the wire by this way. As a

bubble sweeps across the surface of heating wire, a

compared wider microlayer forms and remains on the

wire. At the same time, the bottom of bubble keeps

contacting high temperature wall in front of it. These

apparently enhance the heat removal from the wire, and

the heat transfer should be much higher than normal

cases [22–25].

On the other hand, for subcooled boiling condensa-

tion process happens at the bubble top, as observed by

Li et al. [26]. During sweeping process, the top of bubble

always contacts with fresh subcooled liquid, and con-

sequently the condensation process at the top is inten-

sive. Fig. 5 shows boiling of alcohol with subcooling

of 57 �C and wire surface heat flux of about 2:8� 105

W/m2. Condensation jets were observed from the top of

sweeping bubbles, which are like smog from smoke-

stacks of running locomotives. Working liquid evapo-

rated into vapor from microlayer of bubble bottom, and

the vapor condenses as jets at the top of a bubble.

In addition to these, liquid single-phase convective

heat transfer is also intensified by sweeping bubbles. In

front of movement, bubble pushed the heated liquid

near the wire away, while in the wake of flow field made

refreshing with subcooled liquid from bulk region.

4. Jet flows

Jet flows are quite different from general bubble

boiling or sweeping. They generated from nucleate sites

on the wire, formed track of tail in bulk liquid. Jet flows

are diverse and random, occurring either before com-

mon nucleate boiling beginning or during the nucleate

boiling process. In earlier experimental observations six

different jet flows were reported and discussed, high-

energy liquid jet, fog-like jet, cluster-like jet, bubble-

forming jet, bubble-bunch jet and bubble-top jet [27].

In present investigation, jet flow and bubble sweeping

were observed to coexist for nucleate boiling on a

heating wire, as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 illustrates an-

other observation of nucleation jet. It can be seen that

there is a fine column connecting the bubble with the

wire. This kind of jet ought to consist of pure vapor,

which is very different from above mentioned jet flows.

More information can be obtained from Fig. 7d–f,

which shows growth process of nucleation jets.

These jet flow phenomena happened randomly, and

so far no body can exactly tell if jet flow will come forth,

Fig. 4. Bubble collision, coalescence and departure.

Fig. 5. Condensation jets from sweeping bubbles.

Fig. 6. Close observation of nucleation jets.
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or which kind of jets may come forth for specified

conditions. The surface condition of heating wall is an

important factor in boiling. As an example, a scan photo

of the 0.1 mm platinum heating wire is shown in Fig. 8.

Boiling process is a strong non-equilibrium process.

There are bifurcations in strong non-equilibrium and

non-linear process. Such rich and colorful jet flow phe-

nomena just indicate these characteristics of boiling.

5. Diversity of heat transfer mode

Fig. 7 shows boiling process of liquid alcohol with

bulk temperature 32 �C and heating current 2.48 A. As

shown in photos of Fig. 7a–c, bubble sweeping and

coalescing phenomena were clearly seen, and from Fig.

7d and e, three jet flows generated and grew up. All these

happened very quickly, within 0.2 s.

Sweeping bubbles induced significant consequence on

the heat transfer performance of the heating wire and

they made great heat absorption from the heating wire.

When sweeping bubbles and jet flows coexist, jet

flows usually played inferior role. Once one bubble

started to sweep, it could break and restrain jet flows.

More often, jet flows just came forth now and then

disappear instantly, and only sweeping bubbles were

observed.

The diversity of subcooled boiling can be observed

through the photos in Fig. 9. These photos were ob-

tained from the boiling of alcohol with bulk temperature

34 �C and heating current 3.5 A. There are small bub-

bles, big bubbles, sweeping bubbles and jet flows coex-

isting in the boiling system. Small bubbles cannot depart

from the wire, but the mass transfer from its bottom to

its top also carries considerable heat. Big bubble can

devour little bubbles, grow up to some size and depart

from the wire. Sweeping bubbles are a kind of big

bubbles moving forward-and-backward along the wire.

They usually came to coalesce and depart from the wire,

at the same time, clean small bubbles in their way, as

shown in Fig. 9. Some of jet flows keep jetting at some

few sites, some random coming now and then from the

sites of the heating wire. Vapor and liquid with high

energy is jetted into bulk liquid deeply and much heat is

carried out through this way.

Nucleate boiling is a kind of high efficiency heat

transfer mode. The fundamental manner of nucleate

boiling is bubble generating and departing circle. How-

ever, in subcooled liquids, bubbles are difficult to grow

up to big size because of condensation at its top, and the

Fig. 7. Formation of bubble sweeping and jet flows.

Fig. 8. Surface condition of the heating wire.
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thermocapillary flows from their bottom to top exert a

counterforce to the bubble and push it attaching on the

wire [28]. Both vapor condensation and thermocapillary

flow restrain the departure of bubbles, which turns to

weaken heat transfer. Jet flows and sweeping bubbles are

different from general bubble boiling mode and greatly

enhance heat transfer. In all, the diversity of boiling

systems always improves the heat transfer performance

with a great degree.

6. Conclusions

(a) Diversity of nucleate boiling and heat transfer mode

was investigated for subcooled liquids on a horizon-

tal heating platinum wire. Jet flows and sweeping

bubbles are described and discussed in detail.

(b) Bubble forward-and-backward sweeping phenome-

non was experimentally observed along the heating

wire. This phenomenon and sweeping bubbles re-

sulted in significant consequence on the liquid flow

around bubbles and temperature of liquid and wire,

which greatly alters the boiling behavior and heat

transfer mode. The bubble interaction was noted

to be quite different from normal observation due

to bubble sweeping phenomenon.

(c) Jet flows displayed new dynamical behavior while

bubble sweeping occurred, and they coexisted in sub-

cooled liquid nucleate boiling. Both jet flow and

bubble sweeping greatly enhanced heat transfer.
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